
We're delighted to 

invite you...  

The Park at Fourteenth 

920 14th Street 

WashingtonðDC 

Date: 06/06/2008  Time: 7 PM  

Gourmandie Day 

Celebrate traditional Normandy cheeses by Graindorge  
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traditional methods of making and maturing created by my grandfa-
ther Eugène and my father Bernard Graindorge thanks to a know -
how handed down from generation to generation. We make our 
cheeses with the same high standards : The accuracy of the move-
ments, the genuineness of the recipes, the meticulousness of the 
process and moreover the search for an outstanding raw material : 
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loyalty of the nearby farmers , we are maintaining the high quality of 
our cheeses. In the same way, our family -run business has grown up 
and modernized. It has been able to adapt to the present health and 
regulation constraints while protecting the Designations of Origin. It 
keeps taking up crucial challenges like the sustainable development 
one. Attached to the local tradition, deeply rooted in its time but 
looking toward future, the Graindorge cheese dairy always tries to 
give of its best. That is why even if time passes by, the taste of our 
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Thierry Graindorge 

PONT L'ÉVÊQUE (PAWHN LAY-VECK) 

Pont l'Évêque originated in an abbey in 1230 and is named after the 

village of Pont L'Évêque. To achieve the authentic taste and texture, 

the cheese must be regularly washed, brushed and turned. The rind 

is beige to reddish-gold with crosshatch-impressions. This generous 

cheese has a characteristic nutty flavor and beefiness somewhere 

between Camembert and Livarot. The aroma of the cheese is likened 

to moldy cellars, barnyards and bacon. The ivory paste tastes 

deliciously mild and sweet, with grassy tones and shortbread cookie 

notes with a robust tang on the finish.  

FDM:  45% - Available in four sizes from 6.3 oz. to 3.5 lbs.  

Wine Pairing: Red Bordeaux (Pomerol), Cahors (Malbec), Hard 

sparkling Cider or trappist Beer.  

OTHER PROTECTED DESIGNATION OF ORIGIN BY THIERRY GRAINDORGE 

Gra indorge  i s  the  p roud  member  o f  the   

Tel.: 1 646 216 9472 

E-mail: contact@frenchcheeseclub.com 

Berthaut  
 Époisses ~ Trou du Cru ~ Affidélice ~ Soumaintrain  

 
Rivoire -Jacquemin  

Comté ~ Morbier  

 
Graindorge  

Pont l'Évêque ~ Livarot ~ Camembert  
Coeur de Neufchâtel  

 
Lincet  

Chaource ~ Brillat -Savarin ~ Délice de Bourgogne  

 
Étoile du Sud  

Saint Marcellin ~ Saint Félicien,  
Boucantrin ~ Rove des Garrigues ~ Le Provencal  


